We investigate the energy of arrangements of N points on a rectifiable d-dimensional manifold A ⊂ R d that interact through the power law (Riesz) potential V = 1/r s , where s > 0 and r is Euclidean distance in R d . With E s (A, N ) denoting the minimal energy for such N -point configurations, we determine the asymptotic behavior (as
Introduction
Determining N points on the unit sphere S d in R d+1 that are in some sense uniformly distributed over its surface is a classical problem that has applications to such diverse fields as crystallography, electrostatics, viral morphology, molecular modeling, and global positioning. Various criteria (appropriate to the application) for the generation of such points include best-packing, minimization of energy (e.g., Coulomb potentials), spherical t-designs (cubature), maximization of volume of convex polyhedra with N vertices on S d , etc.
A motivation for the present paper is the analysis of the asymptotic behavior (as N → ∞) of optimal (and near optimal) N -point configurations that minimize the Riesz s-energy i =j
over all N -point subsets {x 1 , . . . , x N } of S d , where s > 0 is a fixed parameter and | · | denotes the Euclidean norm in R d+1 . We remark that as s → ∞, with N fixed, the s-energy (1) is increasingly dominated by the term(s) involving the smallest of pairwise distances and, in this sense, leads to the best-packing problem on S d (cf. [3] , [4] ). We further note that for s = 1 and d = 2, the minimization of (1) is the classic Thomson problem (see e.g. [1] , [2] , [12] , [17] ).
In this paper we investigate the case when s is fixed, s ≥ d, and N → ∞. Significantly our results apply not only to the sphere, but to a class of rectifiable d-dimensional manifolds embedded in R d . For such manifolds we determine, for s ≥ d, the asymptotic behavior of the minimum Riesz s-energy as well as the asymptotic distribution of optimal and near optimal N -point configurations. Indeed we shall prove that the latter is given by d-dimensional Hausdorff measure on the manifold and that the minimum N -point Riesz senergy over the manifold is asymptotically given by C s N 1+s/d when s > d and by C d N 2 log N when s = d. The essential feature of these results (see Theorems 2.1, 2.2, and 2.4) is not merely the order of growth of the minimum energy as N → ∞, but rather the more delicate verification of the existence of the positive constants C s for s ≥ d; a fact which is new even for the case of the sphere S d when s > d. Somewhat surprising is the fact that we can give an explicit formula for C d (i.e., for the case s = d) in terms of its Hausdorff measure for any compact subset of a d-dimensional C 1 -manifold in R d (see Theorem 2.4 and equation (8)).
We remark that for 0 < s < d, standard potential theoretic arguments can be used for the analysis of the minimum energy points (cf. [9] ). However, for s ≥ d such methods do not apply. Instead we exploit the scaling and translation properties of the energy function together with self-similarity and convexity arguments.
For the remainder of this section we introduce some needed notation and, by way of further background, we mention known related results for the sphere S d . We devote the next section to the statement of our main results. 
By convention, the sum over an empty set of indices is taken to be zero and the infimum over an empty set is ∞. Hence, E s (A, N ) = ∞ if N is greater than the cardinality of A and
, whereĀ denotes the closure of A and, furthermore, that E s (A, N ) = 0 if A is unbounded. Hence, without loss of generality, we may restrict ourselves to the case that A is compact.
For the unit sphere
The reason for this is that in case (i), the energy integral
taken over all probability measures µ supported on S d is minimal for normalized Lebesgue measure
However, for s ≥ d, we have I s (µ) = +∞ for all such measures µ. Roughly speaking, as the parameter s increases, there is a transition from the domination of global effects to the domination of more local (near-neighbors) influences, and this transition occurs precisely when s = d.
The following results are known for the above mentioned cases. In case (i), classical potential theory yields (cf. [9] ):
where I s is defined in (4). Moreover, any sequence of optimal s-energy config-
is asymptotically uniformly distributed in the sense that for the weak-star topology of measures,
where δ x denotes the unit point mass at x.
For case (ii), we have from the results of Kuijlaars and Saff [8] and Götz and Saff [6] the following:
and any sequence (ω * N ) ⊂ S d of optimal d-energy configurations satisfies (6) .
(The reader is cautioned that the definition of energy used here differs by a factor of 2 from that in [8] .)
Until now, results for s > d have been less complete, describing only the order of growth of
The following is proved in [8] .
Natural questions that therefore arise for the case s > d are: 
For further background discussion, see [7, [14] [15] [16] .
Main Results
In this section we state our main results. Their proofs are given in the sections that follow. Let H d denote d-dimensional Hausdorff measure in R d normalized so that a d-sided cube with side length 1 has H d -measure equal to 1. In the
where B d is the closed unit ball in R d . Furthermore, for s > d, the limit lim N →∞ E s (A, N )/N 1+s/d exists and is given by
where C s,d is a finite positive constant independent of A.
Remarks.
(i) From (9) it is clear that, for s > d,
where (8) and (9) equal ∞.
(ii) LetB(a, ρ) denote the closed ball in R d centered at a with radius ρ. Then the limit with A =B(a, ρ) in (8) is simply 1/ρ d .
Theorem 2.2 Let
be a sequence of asymptotically optimal N -point configurations in A in the sense that for some s > d
Let δ x denote the unit point mass in the point x. Then in the weak-star topology of measures we have
Remark. The convergence assertion (13) is equivalent to each of the following assertions:
(i) For each f continuous on A,
(ii) For every measurable set B ⊂ A whose boundary relative to A has H dmeasure zero, the cardinality |B ∩ ω N | satisfies 
Recall that a mapping φ :
and that φ is said to be a bi-Lipschitz mapping on T (with constant
We say that A ⊂ R d is a d-rectifiable manifold if A can be written as
where, for each Remark. Note that d does not explicitly appear in (8) and (9) but arises only in the norms for the computation of the energy.
It is shown in [8] that, for the unit interval
where ζ(s) denotes the classical Riemann zeta function. Hence, using (10), we get C s,1 = 2ζ(s) for s > 1. Consequently, Theorem 2.4 gives the following.
Corollary 2.5
Suppose A is a compact subset of a 1-rectifiable manifold in
That Corollary 2.5 holds when A is a finite union of rectifiable Jordan arcs was shown in [10] . Since a Lipschitz mapping on an interval is absolutely continuous, but the converse is not necessarily true, the results in [10] 
where ζ L (s) is the zeta function for the hexagonal lattice L consisting of points of the form m(
It is conjectured in [8] that equality holds in (22) which, if true, would imply that equality holds in (23).
An outline of the remainder of the paper is as follows. In Section 3 we establish some basic lemmas on the minimal s-energy of the union of two subsets of R d . Section 4 gives the proof of Theorem 2.1 for the special case when A is the unit cube in R d . In Section 5, we verify Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 for almost clopen sets in R d . Results on the separation of points in optimal energy configurations are established in Section 6. The proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 for general compact sets in R d is presented in Section 7 and the proof of Theorem 2.4 appears in Section 8.
Basic Lemmas
In this section we establish several lemmas that are required for the proofs of our main results. First we establish that if A ⊂ R d is bounded with nonempty interior, then E s (A, N ) grows as N → ∞ with order N 1+s/d for s > d and
is a bounded set with nonempty interior. There exist positive constants C 0 , C 1 (depending on A, s, and d, but not on N ) such that, if s > d,
and, if s = d,
with center x and radius r. Then with
for any x ∈ U d and r < 1.
and let
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we have
which is known as the harmonic-arithmetic mean inequality. Thus
where the next to the last inequality follows from Jensen's inequality (or Hölder's inequality) and the last inequality follows from (28). Since (29) holds for any collection ω N of N distinct points in U d , then using (27) we have
showing that the lower estimate in (24) holds for A = U d and with
For s = d, the lower estimate in (25) is not so straightforward. For this case we shall apply the known result (7). The unit cube
It is easily verified (and well-known in the case d = 2) that for x, y ∈ R d , we have
Consequently, for some positive constant C,
and so the desired lower estimate follows from (7). (Later we shall show how (7) can be utilized to determine the precise asymptotic behavior of
For N > 1, let m be the positive integer such that
. , d} and let |k| denote its Euclidean norm. Then
For s > d, the sum in the last inequality is bounded from above independently of N , while for s = d, it is bounded by a constant times log N . Thus the estimates (24) and (25) hold for A = U d .
More generally, if A is a bounded set with nonempty interior, then there exist r, R > 0 and 2
For A ⊂ R d and a positive integer N , define
when the limit (as an extended real number) exists.
If A ⊂ R d is bounded and has nonempty interior, then by Lemma 3.1 there exist positive constants C 0 , C 1 such that 
and hence
where N A and N B are nonnegative integers. First suppose s > d. Then we have
(Note: In the case N A = 0 we set
The reader may verify using elementary calculus that F has a unique minimum
, where
This proves (34) when s > d.
Now suppose (ω N ) N ∈N is a sequence of sets ω N ⊂ A ∪ B, N ∈ N , such that (35) holds. We may rewrite (37) in the form (41) and hence, if β is any limit point of the sequence N A /N , N ∈ N , we get from (35) that F (α * ) ≥ F (β). Consequently, β = α * , which is equivalent to (36) in the case s > d.
We leave to the reader the remaining cases where at least one of g s,d (A) and 
We say that a set A ⊂ R d is scalable if A is closed and if for each > 0 there is some bi-Lipschitz mapping h : A → A
• with constant (1 + ) where A
• denotes the interior of A. For example, a compact, convex set with nonempty interior is scalable since, for > 0, one may choose h(x) = (1 + ) −1 (x + u) for any fixed u in the interior of A. Similarly, a star-like set is scalable. 
Proof. Let 0 < < 
Proof. Case: s > d.
We first establish a lemma relating 
Proof. If m is a positive integer, let
For i ∈ I m , let ω 
∞ is finite, and so
Since Now suppose > 0 and 0 < γ < 1. Let C be the constant in (45) and let N * be such that
By Lemma 4.2 we then have
for any m ∈ N, and hence lim sup
For N > N * , let m N be the greatest integer such that m
holds for all N > N * , and thus lim sup
Since this holds for all 0 < γ < 1 and > 0 we have that 
whenever A ⊂ S d is such that the boundary ∂A (relative to the sphere) has
Proof. We first show that for any almost clopen subset K of S d we have lim sup
For this purpose we follow the argument given in [8] .
denote the points of ω * N and for each i, set
It is shown in inequality (6.6) of [8] that for every r > 0 sufficiently small we have
Let Λ(K, N ) := {i|x * i,N ∈ K} and N K := |Λ(K, N )|. Then from (50) we get
Letting N → ∞ and then r → 0 in this last inequality, we deduce from (47) that inequality (49) holds. Now suppose that A ⊂ S d is almost clopen (with respect to H d ), and let
We claim that, as N → ∞, the last term in (51) 
SinceΩ is almost clopen, we get from (49) and (52) that
.
As > 0 is arbitrary, we have shown that the last term in (51) goes to zero as N → ∞, as claimed. Consequently,
Since A and B are almost clopen and
, it follows from (49) and (53) that
By saying A is a scalable subset of S d , we mean that for every > 0 there is a bi-Lipschitz mapping with constant (1 + ) that maps the closure of A into its interior relative to S d . Clearly the measure of the closure of such a set is equal to the measure of its interior, and so any scalable subset of S d is almost clopen.
Proof. Suppose either
N where x denotes the integer part of
Then, for N large enough, we have
from which it follows that there is some N ρ such that
and so
where (48) was used to obtain the last inequality. Since ρ > 1 is arbitrary, we
)a N where x denotes the least integer greater than or equal to x and let c N = a N + b N . Since A is scalable, there is a bi-Lipschitz mapping h with constant (1 + ) such that h(A) ⊂ A
• . Then δ := dist(h(A), B) > 0 and, as in the proof of Lemma 3.3, we have
and thus
Letting N → ∞ and then → 0 gives
showing that A satisfies (57). Applying Corollary 3.4 inductively, it then follows that (57) holds if A is the union of a finite collection of cubes with disjoint interiors.
Next, for n ∈ N, let Q n denote the cubes q in R d with vertices in the lattice Z d /n, let A n denote the union of the cubes in Q n that are also contained in A and let A n denote the union of the cubes Q n that meet the closure of A.
Let n * be large enough so that diam q < dist (∂A, V c ) for q ∈ Q n * . If q ∈ Q n * meets ∂A then q ⊂ V and so we have A n ∩ A c n ⊂ V for n > n * . Hence,
(A n ) and (57) holds for A n and A n it follows that (57) holds for A. 2
We say that a sequence ω N ⊂ A, N ∈ N , of sets of points in A is asymptotically s-energy minimizing on
is an almost clopen subset of A and that ω N ⊂ A, N ∈ N , is asymptotically s-energy minimizing on A. Then we have
Proof. Note that B := A\B is almost clopen (since ∂B ⊂ ∂A∪∂B). Applying Theorem 5.1 to A, B and B gives
Then Lemma 3.2 implies (58). 2 6 Separation
Proof of Theorem 2.3. For convenience we denote
for all x ∈ A. Let 0 < δ < 1 and set
and we have
It is easy to verify that for 0 < r < 1 and y ∈ A A\B(y,r)
where the positive constants c s , c d are independent of y and r. Using the estimates (60) and (62) we get for s > d,
and for s = d, 
Hence using (65) and the preceding estimate we obtain
(66) Hence we may let ω N consist of N distinct points from Ω m . Then
On taking N → ∞ (and thus m → ∞) we get lim sup
which completes the proof. 2
Compact sets
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let > 0 and G be an almost clopen set (since A is compact, G could be chosen to be the union of a finite collection of open balls) such that G ⊃ A and H d (G \ A) < . Then, from Theorem 5.1,
If
We next show
The case H d (A) = 0 was already considered above and so we assume H d (A) > 0. Let
The Lebesgue Density Theorem (e.g., see [13] ) states that
By the Besicovitch Covering Theorem (cf. [13] ), there is a countable collection of pairwise disjoint closed balls {B i :=B(x i , r i )} ⊂ C that covers almost all of A * and hence almost all of A. Choose n large enough so that
Let i ∈ {1, . . . , n} be fixed and let ω N denote an asymptotically minimal sequence of configurations for B i such that
for some positive constant C independent of i. For 0 < ν < 1/2, let r := νδ N and set
Since, for any fixed constant less than 1/2, say 1/4, at least this fraction of every B(x, r), x ∈ B i , is contained in B i for N sufficiently large (and hence r sufficiently small), we have
where we have used (cf. In Section 2 we defined the notion of a d-rectifiable manifold. More generally, a set A ⊂ R d is said to be a d-dimensional rectifiable set if A is H d measurable, H d (A) < ∞, and H d -almost all of A is contained in the countable union of Lipschitz images of bounded subsets of R d (see [5] , [11] , and [13] ). Clearly, any d-rectifiable manifold is a d-dimensional rectifiable set.
We shall need the following result of Federer concerning d-dimensional rectifiable sets: 
from which it follows that A satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 8.3 , thereby proving (87).
Once we have the formula (87), the proof of Theorem 2.2 may be repeated without change to show that (13) holds for asymptotically optimal s-energy N -point configurations in A. 
